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C922.22 Cle AMM

F Y16 ABC (Graphic Novel)

H181.48 Gol AV

Expand your Thai Yoga Massage practice with advanced postures and energy work to treat stress, back pain, headaches, and several other common conditions.
613.7046 Cho ATYM

*Approaches to Discipleship and the Theosophical Society* [videorecording] / C.V.K. Maithreya. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 1 videodisc (76 min.)
A lifelong Theosophist shares some insights and perspectives on the meaning and method of spiritual discipleship.
DVD 0429

*The Beehive of Consciousness* [videorecording] / Eneida Carbonell. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 1 videodisc (56 min.)
Consciousness is one of the most fundamental realities that Theosophy postulates as the basis of all macrocosmic and microcosmic processes. Modern scientists, specifically quantum physicists in their search into the workings of matter have found that matter follows the prompting of mind or consciousness. This program looks at some of the ideas shared by quantum physics and Theosophy, suggesting that consciousness is the primary reality.
DVD 0426

155.937 Hal BD

*Bill Moyers, the Wisdom of Faith with Huston Smith* [videorecording] / directed and produced by Pamela Mason Wagner ; a presentation of WNET New York . United States : Athena, 2011. 2 videodiscs (276 min.)
Huston Smith sits down with legendary journalist Bill Moyers for a series of lively and engrossing interviews about the universal truths of the world's religions.
DVD 0422
615.822 Bli BSM

Loosely based on the author's life, chronicles Craig's journey from childhood to adulthood, exploring the people, experiences, and beliefs that he encountered along the way.
F T372 B (Graphic Novel)

F Sm61 B (Graphic Novel)

**Bridge of Waves** : what music is and how listening to it changes the world / W.A. Mathieu. Boston : Shambhala, 2010. 296 p.
781.1 Mat BW

J-E K387 BBA (Juvenile)

T294.5 Hoo BW

B294.71 Sat See BUP

Questions and answers originally published in issues of The Vâhan, from August 1891 to July 1903. Answers by Annie Besant, A.P. Sinnett, G.R.S. Mead, C.W. Leadbeater, Bertram Keightley, Dr. A.A. Wells, and others.
T C81 EV (Oversize)

126 Com CEB
741.5973 Eis CGT (Graphic Novel)

129 Cox CSB

Decoding the Past, Secrets of the Dollar Bill [videorecording] / produced by Brighton Films Ltd. for The History Channel; producers/directors Alex Kohler, Carol White. New York: A&E Television Network, 2007. 1 videodisc (ca. 50 min.)
Examine the significance of the dollar bill and its many encoded mysteries, from the strands of numerology interwoven into the structure, to the historical context of the bill's conception.
DVD 0424

F D392 DSIS (Graphic Novel)

201.77 Von E

Translation of: Egyptische mysterien, which is a Dutch translation of an anonymous 18th century manuscript initiation rite.
E299.31 EM

133.3 Smo EN

F Ar67 F (Graphic Novel)

229.9 Ous GHT

The classic and original text that first explored the telepathic methods of communication of wild animals originally published in 1919.
591.5 Lon HAT
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   615.851 Dal ISM

   248.34 Lai ISL

   947.01 Bro JK

   How to achieve a direct inner experience of your higher nature and the after-death state from which you originate and will return.
   B294.7 Mic LA

   Contemporary and traditional popular songs for use with scarves and imaginative individual, partner and group activities for children of all ages; created by Georgiana Liccone Stewart; musical arrangements by Dennis Buck.
   CDA 0620

   T530 Zaj NPC

   In 1517, Martin Luther, disgusted with the corruption then reigning in the Catholic Church, nailed on the door of the Castle Church in Wittenberg, Germany, 95 theses calling for a Reformation. During Pentecost week 2005, former Dominican priest Matthew Fox reenacted Luther’s call, posting at the same Castle Church a new set of 95 theses calling for a reawakening of the Christian spirit and a repudiation of the authoritarian, punitive tendencies that prevail in modern churches today.
   230 Fox NR

The Obligatory Pilgrimage [videorecording] / C.V.K. Maithreya. Wheaton, IL: Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 1 videodisc (58 min.)
   In The Secret Doctrine by H. P. Blavatsky, the author speaks of an 'obligatory pilgrimage' which all human beings undergo.
   DVD 0425
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212.6 Sha PT

150.1954 Por PA

The gods were everywhere in Ancient Egypt. Represented by statues, bas-reliefs, and funerary paintings, they even walked among the Egyptians in the person of Pharaoh, considered to be a living god. What better way to understand that distant culture than by becoming familiar with the people who served those gods? Using as his sources the Egyptian texts and the testimony of classical authors, Serge Sauneron illuminates the role of the priesthood in Ancient Egypt. He describes the ceremonies of daily worship and takes us deep into the sacred precincts of the temples. He re-creates the system of thought of one of the great civilizations of antiquity, addressing such topics as priestly functions, the world of the temples, holy festivals, tombs, and pyramids.
E294 Sau PAE

A look inside almost half a century of pioneering research in the Amazon and Peru by a noted anthropologist studying hallucinogens.
154.4 Dob PJ

120 Gur zSal RB

613.192 Mij RB

F G127 SDH (Graphic Novel)

133.9013 Car SNDE
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910.41 Mic SS

Spiritual Intuition and Inner Joy [videorecording] / Ed Abdill. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 3 videodiscs (151 min.)
What is the role of intuition in the spiritual life?
DVD 0430

Stepping Stones on the Pilgrimage [videorecording] / Sunita Maithreya. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 1 videodisc (36 min.)
Many incidents in life that are difficult and even stressful at the time, are often later seen in retrospect as essential stepping stones on our pilgrimage.
DVD 0427

The Story of India [videorecording] / Maya Vision International. Distributed by PBS Home Video, 2008. 2 videodiscs (360 min.)
Historian Michael Wood chronicles the history of the Indian subcontinent, the richness and diversity of its peoples, and its continuing relevance in today's world.
DVD 0423

182.2 Kin SWPY

The Sword of Moses: an ancient book of magic from an unique manuscript, with introduction, translation, an index of mystical names, and a facsimile / Moses Gaster. Adamant Media Corp., 2005. 52 p. (Elibron classics series)
133.43 Gas SM

781.11 Lev TYBM

A tribute to the visionary contributions and prophetic writings of Thomas Berry.
304.2092 Las TB

271.125 Mer zSha TMLL
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J-E K156 TTT (Juvenile)

211 Nee WG

*The Wheel of Life* [videorecording] / Miguel Salinas. Wheaton, IL : Theosophical Society in America, c2011. 1 videodisc (51 min.)
The speaker retells his intimate story of how Theosophy would inevitably turn his life around and lead him to find spiritual power in the service of others. As a Buddhist practitioner, he believes that his more recent study of the Theosophical philosophy has created a sound foundation for his meditation, contemplation, study and practice of the Buddhist Dharma.
DVD 0428

T K897 WPF

B H246 Til WCM

H181.45 Sto YWB